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What does Virtual training mean for QRP?
 Q of QRP stands for quality which means that we have worked hard on developing a

virtual classroom service up to the standards you are used to receive from us. We are

aware that the Virtual classroom format brings challenges and therefore our operations

department has been working hard to develop a great learning experience for you. 

We have chosen a state-of-the-art software systems including AI driven exam simulations

to support our trainers in their online live delivery. We would like to remark that the main

driver has been one of our company core values: 

We do our utmost to make our clients happy: This is the reason why we have not simply

switched the traditional onsite courses in virtual training by asking you  to sit for 8 hours

during 3-5 days in front of a monitor. According to us, that would not have made You

happy. Plus it is not in line with our quality standards.



6 reasons why you're gonna love it

1 Live expert instruction

The trainer is live and can answer any

of your questions in real time. You can

communicate with the instructor both

electronically and verbally in our live

online training, interacting just as you

would in the classroom.

3 Peer Interaction

Even in this virtual, live online training

environment you will gain valuable

knowledge interacting with your peers

in class, in our breakout sessions, and

during course lectures

2 Keep the learners
engaged

We use tests to evaluate knowledge

retention during the session and get

immediate feedback with polls.



4 6 Adaptive learning

We say no to "one-size-fits-all"

and adapt courses to each

learner. Delegates could skip here

and there along the learning

journey and they could recover in

other moments parts of the

webinars and all the documents. 

 The use of MemoTrainer helps to

store what they learned in their

long-term memory.
5 MemoTrainer™

Effective learning, train the

memory. It helps the learners

remember what we have taught

them.

Course material

Participants will be provided

with a high-quality version of

the course materials in an

electronic/digital format.

Materials are provided to

students upon registration for

their class.



Online Classroom Webinars

Breakout exercises with case study

Real life discussion

Homework & self study

Online test examination and online answer

discussion
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Webinar:

5 morning or afternoons sessions of 3.5 hours.

Breaks included!

Homework & self study:

+/- 1 hr 30’ min. in the afternoon /evening

Exams are included ! 

Exam will take place online thanks to the remote ProctorU
technology which is a remote online Exam Invigilation
service. Exams can be taken 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, using a webcam and a reliable high-speed internet.
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...But we are flexible, the course can be planned differently!



Online Pre-reading

Online Material : hand-outs of the presentation (PDF)

Webinar will be recorded

QRP aNewSpring eLearning platform

Exercises case study

Exam sample questions

Templates
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CONTACT US

QRP Luxembourg
www.qrpinternational.lu

Telephone

+352 27 860 154

E-mail

luxembourg@qrpinternational.com

http://www.qrpinternational.lu/
mailto:luxembourg@qrpinternational.com

